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About This Game

A hundred years in the future, man lives aboard a giant orbital spacestation. The Earth is lost to an unknown alien presence, but
resources are running low, and you must make your way through unused testing areas to eventually land on a post-apocalyptic

planet, and make your way through the ruins into the ancient research labs, in order to locate a cure.

Build physics-based vehicles from a range of modular blocks, solve puzzles to move down from orbit, across the Earth's surface
and deep into the lost labs. Locate missing robots, explore secret areas and unlock the secrets of a long-lost civilisation.

Using over 25 unique physics components, design vehicles to navigate treacherous and difficult terrain, from low-gravity
spacestation environments, through ruined buildings, on to massive destroyed cityscapes, this puzzle game will test your

ingenuity and your patience!
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Good detail, no real issues with it. Everything you could want with a route.. money well spent!

probably taking a tips or more from the 'step-to-step' pdf

the music is jamming too

oh yeah, also the illustrations, the good. this is halloween this is halloween halloween halloween...it's from the move the
nightmare before defenders ok lets get to the point this is a good pack it has good skins for the 4 main heros i like it but i go it
on sale for idk i got the game with all the dlc for 5 bucks anyway i would get it in the pack when it is on sale. I love turning that
awful mix match of colors into a nice dull Grey. Lost my patience with this one eventually. It was a present from a friend, so I
decided to really give it a go....It's awful. Clunky, slow and it takes ages to do anything like turn and move. The cars are a chore
to drive, especially in that mission that gives you 42 seconds to drive somewhere....It's NOT enough time, seriously I managed to
GET ON THE MARKER a few times but no, unlike in the past where it booted me to the mission, it arbitrarily expects me to
GET OUT of the car now? Honestly the driving segments are trash....take those away you are left with a Loaded\/Hotline Miami
knock off...not worth it at all, if not for the money but for the goddamn time you spend.

It is nowhere NEAR on par with the games it tries to be like, GTA, Hotline Miami, Loaded, Take No Prisoners and so on. (And
even those games could be a bit crap.). This game somewhat reminds me of old PS Vita action platofmers. It's basically a much
better Polara. The whole idea of unlocking colours as you progress is fantastic - not only the visuals keep improving with
player's progress, so does the difficulty. Gameplay is accompanied by enjoyable music. It is also quite challenging, so the
chances of getting bored are quite slim.

I highly recommend it.
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I can't play, why. when log in then just out. Idea is good. Frame rate too low. I expect more. but not quite reach what i expect..
Best waifu.. Lets start this review on Math Fun by getting straight to the point. THIS. GAME. IS. AMAZING. From the
amazing detail to all aspects of the game to absolutely GORGEOUS graphics this game is just absolutely amazing and deserves
an award due to its amazing gameplay and all the great aspects. When launching the game you are given a great menu that has
THREE(!) options for different graphics settings with the resolution going up to 1680 x 1050 (which looks absolutely great and
is becoming the new 4K) and the only graphics setting is Normal, which may sound bad and sound like it looks terrible, but
compared to AAA games such as Just Cause 4, it is like being in heaven. When the game fully loads, you are greeted to an
amazing sound track made by some random artist and it blows games like Undertale out of the water! The games mechanics
work great and can be run on low end systems even on full settings at a whopping 1500 fps on even my GTX 1050 Ti. The
games levels do challenge you on your math skills to complete levels and earn rewards such as depression and suicidal thoughts,
but also give you a sense of doubt of why you spent your money on this steamy pile of elephant faeces (which is the best reward
in my opinion and is just so amazing!). The game itself is just absolutely amazing and I simply CANNOT wait to see this game
win an award.. Severely limited ammo and respawning enemies was the part of System Shock 2 I hated.

The setting is supposed to be funny, I just find it very depressing.

I love roguelikes, I love FTL, I love System Shock, I quite like Borderlands 2, I like stealth games, but somehow this game
seems to take all my least favourite parts of those games and combine all them all into something I actually am not enjoying
playing at all. Even a little bit.

On paper, I should love this game, and I really *really* want to like it. But I'm just not having fun.

edit: To expand a bit, because it's bothering me:

For me, a roguelike means each game is a single run, you have to start again from scratch when you die, there is a wide variety
of weapons\/tools and a wide variety of enemies with different characteristics. You have to make the best of what equipment
you happen to find. You get further in the game because of your own accumulated knowledge and experience about each type
of enemy and each weapon, so that when you stumble into that situation again you know how to react to it with the tools at your
disposal.

For example FTL, which I have 227 hours in at time of writing, or Nuclear Throne (119) .

All that, and it's a shooter rather than an RPG? And sci-fi themed? AND with FTL inspired procedurally generated levels? That
would be pretty close to my ideal game, and that what I expected this to be.

But it's not.

Instead, there's a handful of weapons and tools, a handful of enemies, and a whole pile of powerups and upgrades which you
grind towards, and which you keep after death. So the game is not about learning clever systems, it's about grind. Grind for
currency loot until you level up some ability which is then permanent forevermore for all your characters.

That's the antithesis of a good roguelike. You don't make progress because of your knowledge of deep, detailed systems - you
make progress because you collected a whole lot of crap, over and over again, until your numbers got big enough.

And I hate the setting. And I hate the art style. Yes, I get it's a faithful reproduction of some kinds of comics, but it makes the
enemies look really janky, clicking between frames as they turn.

Which also impacts gameplay, because you can't tell that an enemy is turning - they are just static frames! Especially bad
because you need to sneak past enemies to conserve ammo.

It doesn't help that there's a white border around your view which always feels like it's impairing my peripheral vision and
situational awareness, even though I'm sure it makes a tiny difference.

And I think it looks plain ugly, to be honest. I've never liked comics rendered in this style, for the same reason. Obviously I
knew what it looked like before I bought it, and I'd have overlooked that because the gameplay elevator pitch sounded so good.
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But, well, here we are, and it's icing on a bad cake.. The Orb Chambers™ is a game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has an acceptable price
- it is indie & casual
- it has strategy
- it has action
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!
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